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RE: Louisville Gas and Electric Company's Proposed Renewal and 
Modific~ttion of its Performance-Based Ratcmaldng Mechanism, 
Case No. 2014-00xxx 

Dear Mr. Derouen: 

louisville Gas and 
Electric Company 
State Regulatlon and Rates 
220 West Maln Street 
P.O. Box 32010 
Loulsvll1e, Kentucky 40232 
www.lge·ku.com 

Robert M . Conroy 
Director • Rates 
T 502·627·3324 
F 502·627·3213 
robert.conroy@lge·ku.com 

Pursuant to the order of April 30, 2010, in Case No. 2009-00550, and the terms of Louisville Gas 
and Electric· Company's ("LG&E") Experimental Performance-Based Rate Mechanism Tariff, 
attached are an original and ten (10) copies of the following: 

1. Notice of Filing Report on Gas Supply Cost Performance-Based Ratemaking 
Mechanism; 

2. Report to the Kentucky Public Service Commission on LG&E's Gas Supply Cost 
Performance-Based Ratemaking Mechanism; and 

3. Red-lined Tariff Sheets reflecting proposed modifications and an extension of 
LG&E's Gas Supply Cost Performance-Based Ratemaking Mechanism. 

Should you have any questions concerning the enclosed, please contact me or Clay Murphy, 
Director of Gas Management, Planning and Supply at (502) 627-2424. 

Sincerely, 

Robert M. Conroy 

cc: Jennifer Black Hans 
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In the Matter of: 

) 
) 

RECEIVED 
DEC 3 0 2014 

PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMISSION 

LOUISVILLE GAS AND ELECTRIC 
COMPANY'S PROPOSED RENEWAL 
AND MODIFJCATION OF ITS 
PERFORMANCE-BASED RATEMAKING 
MECHANISM 

) CASE NO. ___ _ 
) 
) 

********* 

NOTJCE OF FILING REPORT ON GAS SUPPLY 
COST PERFORMANCE-BASED RA TEMAKING MECHANISM 

Pursuant to the order of April 30, 2010, in Case No. 2009-00550, and the tenns of 

Louisville Gas and Electric Company's ("LG&E") Experimental Performance-Based 

Rate Mechanism Tariff (Original Sheet No. 87, P.S.C. of Ky. Gas No. 9), LG&E hereby 

gives notice of the tiling of its Report to the Kentucky Public Service Commission on 

Gas Supply Cost Performance-Based Ratemaking Mechanism, a copy of which is 

attached hereto. In this Report, LG&E proposes limited modification to, and an 

extension of, its Gas Supply Cost Performance-Based Ratemaking Mechanism. Proposed 

red lined tariff sheets are also attached. 

Respectfully submitted, 

J. Gregory Cornett 
Associate General Counsel 
LG&E and KU Energy LLC 
220 West Main Street 
P.O. Box 32010 
Louisville, KY 40232 
Telephone: (502) 627-2756 
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Counsel for Louisville Gas and Electric Company 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing was served via UPS Overnight 
Delivery this 30th day of December, 2014 upon the following persons: 

Jennifer Black Hans 
Office of the Attorney General 
Utility & Rate Intervention Division 
I 024 Capital Center Drive 
Suite 200 
Frankfort, KY 40601-8204 

"' J 74 c ____ _ 
Counsel for Louisville Gas and Electric Company 
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LOUISVILLE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

REPORT TO THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ON 
GAS SUPPLY COST PERFORMANCE-BASED RA TEMAKING MECHANISM 

December 30, 2014 

On December 30, 2009, Louisville Gas and Electric Company {"LG&E" or "the 

Company") tiled with the Kentucky Public Service Commission (hereinafter 

''Commission") a report on its gas supply cost Performance-Based Ratemaking ("PBR") 

mechanism. On April 30, 2010, the Commission issued its Order in Case No. 2009-

00550 approving LG&E's current gas supply cost PBR mechanism for a five-year 

experimental period to end October 31, 2015. In accordance with that Order, LG&E is 

required to submit to the Commission its report on the gas supply cost PBR mechanism 

sixty days alter the close of the PBR Year encompassing the 12 months ended October 

31. 2014. The current gas supply cost PBR mechanism remains in effect through October 

31, 2015, pending a subsequent Commission Order modifying or extending the current 

gas supply cost PBR mechanism. 

In this Report, LG&E first addresses the success and applicability of its PBR mechanism 

as an incentive to outperform benclunarks and lower costs. Next, LG&E assesses its 

performance under the three components of its current PBR mechanism. Finally, LG&E 

proposes an extension ot~ and certain limited modifications to, the current gas supply cost 

PBR mechanism. 

SUCCESS AND APPLICABILITY OF GAS SUPPLY COST PBR MECHANISM 

LG&E's PBR mechanism continues to be successful in encouraging the Company to out

perform benchmarks, achieve measurable gas supply cost savings, and provide lower gas 

costs to its customers with no decrease in reliability. During the period covered by this 

report (that is from November 1, 2010, and through October 31, 2014), LG&E has 



achieved $33,815,425 in savings under the current mechanism. Of the total savings, 

LG&E has retnined $10,650,364 and the remaining portion of $23,165,061 has been 

credited to customers. Attached as Appendix A is a monthly summary by component for 

Year 14 (the 12 months ended October 31, 2011), Year 15 (the 12 months ended October 

31, 20 12), Year 16 (the 12 months ended October 31, 2013), and Year 17 (the 12 months 

ended October 31, 2014 ). The supporting work papers have been previously filed with 

the Commission by LG&E in the required quarterly gas supply cost PBR mechanism 

Jilings. 

LG&E's PBR mechanism, which measures performance against established benchmarks, 

is understandable and easy to calculate and yet complex enough to reflect market realities. 

It encourages LG&E to develop, pursue, and manage creative supply arrangements, 

increase risk~taking, and negotiate aggressively in order to improve cost performance and 

maintain relillbility. 

LG&E's PBR mechanism: 

(1) Benefits LG&E's customers and shareholders; 

(2) Encourages LG&E to maintain and improve its position as an energy 

provider; 

(3) Promotes successful cost management; 

(4) Establishes an objective benchmark as a regulatory standard; 

(5) Functions as a regulatory model that operates effectively m a highly 

competitive market; and 

(6) Enables LG&E to maintain or improve service reliability. 

LG&E's PBR mechanism benents both customers and shareholders. The PBR 

mechanism encourages LG&E to outperform benchmarks resulting in the provision of 

low cost and reliable service to customers. Shareholders are able to bcnelit from the PBR 

mechanism through the sharing mechanism which rewards shareholders for the 
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assumption of certain risks associated with maximizing performance under the PBR 

mechanism. While LG&E has assumed certain risks in order to achieve savings under its 

PBR mechanism, these risks have been manageable. These risks include, but are not 

limited to, contracting risks, storage management risks, supply management risks, 

transportation management risks, and credit risks. 

LG&E's gas supply cost PBR mechanism is comprehensive - every dollar of gas supply 

cost is benchmarked. LG&E's PBR mechanism establishes meaningful and objective 

benchmarks against which to measure LG&E's performance. The benefits associated with 

LG&E's PBR mechanism are quantifiable, measurable, and verifiable. The PBR 

mechanism provides continued Commission oversight of LG&E's gas supply purchasing 

activities by enabling the Commission to objectively measure LG&E's performance and 

review pertinent information. 

LG&E's PBR mechanism continues to provide incremental benefits to customers, which 

might otherwise not be available to them. It has resulted in measurable and quantifiable 

savings for customers. Likewise, LG&E's PBR mechanism does not diminish service 

reliability. The continuation of the PBR mechanism as proposed in this filing will 

encourage LG&E to maintain, and where possible, to improve pcrfonnance. 

LG&E used four principles in designing its gas supply cost PBR mechanism, and they 

continue to remain applicable. These principles are: 

• A cost/bene11t test 

• A least cost acquisition standard 

• The maintenance of reliable service 

• An integrated behavior standard 

CosUbenefi test: By specifying benchmarks. LG&E's gas supply cost PBR mechanism 

establishes the cost/benefit test to determine the effectiveness of LG&E's procurement 
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activity. The benchmarks which are established prior to the beginning of the operation of 

the PBR mechanism are objective, meaningful , and inclusive benchmarks that incent the 

utility to perform as desired. The benchmarks provide a meaningful framework for 

measuring and reviewing performance. LG&E's performance is measured by comparing 

actual costs to benchmark costs to determine the savings or expenses resulting under the 

PBR mechanism. 

Because it is not possible to determine what LG&E would have done in the absence of 

the PBR mechanism and the incentives it provides, it is necessary that the PBR 

mechanism be properly constructed. The benchmarks incorporated in the PBR 

mechanism can be used to approximate the results that LG&E would have achieved in the 

absence of the incentives that the PBR mechanism provides. 

Least cost acquisition standard: The goal of least cost acquisition is one of the most 

important reasons to encourage the use of gas supply cost PBR mechanisms in general, 

and LG&E's PBR mechanism specifically. LG&E's gas supply cost PBR mechanism 

incorporates a "least cost acquisition" standard in purchasing natural gas supplies and 

pipeline transportation services. The sharing mechanism of LG&E's PBR mechanism 

encourages it to purchase the lowest cost gas supplies and reliable pipeline transportation 

services from among all the supplies and pipeline transportation services available to the 

Company. 

The Commission supplemented the regulatory guidance originally embodied in 

Administrative Case No. 297 when, in Administrative Case No. 384, the Commission 

stated that local distribution companies ("LDCs") "should maintain their objective of 

procuring wholesale natural gas supplies at market clearing prices, within the context of 

maintaining a balanced natural gas supply portfolio that balances the objectives of 

obtaining low cost gas supplies, minimizing price volatility, and maintaining reliability of 
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supply."1 LG&E's gas supply cost PBR mechanism encourages the Company to meet 

and achieve these goals. 

Maintenance of reliable service: LG&E's gas supply cost PBR mechanism recognizes the 

importance of reliability in contracting for natural gas supplies. The benchmarks 

incorporated into LG&E's gas supply cost PBR mechanism support a portfolio that 

provides reliable yet flexible supply management. LG&E's PBR mechanism does not 

provide incentives that could encourage it to take actions that reduce reliability in order to 

achieve lower costs. 

lnte!!rated behavioral standard: A PBR mechanism must be constructed so as to ensure 

that it encourages and incents the appropriate behavior in creating cost savings for 

customers. An integrated behavioral standard requires that a PBR mechanism be well 

reasoned, comprehensive, and balanced. An integrated behavioral standard recognizes 

that a PBR mechanism should be designed to minimize all gas supply cost elements, not 

simply to minimize a discrete component or components of gas supply costs. Likewise, 

the components of the PBR mechanism should be balanced so that one objective (such as 

least cost) is not encouraged to the detriment of other equally important objectives (such 

as reliability). 

LG&E's PBR mechanism is well reasoned in that it contains objective and meaningful 

benchmarks. LG&E's PBR mechanism is comprehensive and covers all gas supply 

components. LG&E's PBR mechanism is balanced and does not encourage savings 

under one component over savings under another component. This is supported through 

the application of uniform sharing percentages across all components of the PBR 

mechanism. 

Designing a flexible PBR mechanism that is capable of providing meaningful incentives 

over the tem1 of the PBR mechanism is essential. A narrow, rigidly constructed PBR 

1 Sec Order in Administrntive Cuse No. 384 dated July 17,2001, at p. 18. 
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mechanism could ultimately result in higher gas supply costs and the diminishment of 

reliability. It may encourage the LDC to focus on saving cents rather than dollars. 

LG&E's PBR mechanism reJlects the current market and regulatory environment. 

LG&E's PBR mechanism does not encourage a rigid, narrow approach to contracting for 

gas supply or related services. Instead, it provides LG&E with the flexibility to explore 

any pricing arrangements that may become available in the evolving marketplace. 

The purpose of any incentive mechanism, such as LG&E's gas supply PBR mechanism, 

is to encourage and reward a desired behavior. Any changes to the incentive mechanism 

will result in behavioral changes. (Similarly, absent a PBR mechanism, behavior will 

also change.) For that reason, modifications to LG&E's PBR mechanism should 

encourage and reward desired behavior, and not behavior that diminishes the reliability of 

gas supply, does not produce least cost gas supply, and is not integrated. 

ASSESSMENT OF GAS SUPPLY COST PBR MECHANISM BY COMPONENT 

LG&E's gas supply cost PBR mechanism is comprehensive and includes all of LG&E's 

gas supply costs. The three basic components of LG&E' s gas supply cost PBR 

mechanism are the Gas Acquisition Index Factor ("GAIF"), the Transportation Index 

Factor ("TIF"), and the Off-System Sales fndex Factor (''OSSIF"). 

The sum of the savmgs or expenses from these three components is subject to an 

asymmetrical sharing mechanism (which includes a threshold) that allocates any savings 

or expenses between shareholders and customers. Additionally, customers realize any 

benefits from the gas supply cost PBR mechanism during the PBR period.2 After the 

PBR period, a recovery factor is placed into effect the following February so that LG&E 

may recover any savings from, or refund any expenses to, customers. 

- --- ---- -----
2 A PBR period covers the 12 months from November I through October 31 of the following calendar year 
and coincides with gas industry contracting practices. 
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Gas Acquisition Index Factor ("GAIF") 

The GAIF component of the gas supply cost PBR mechanism benchmarks LG&E's actual 

commodity costs against a calculated benchmark representative of the market price of gas 

by using various industry~recognized price postings as applied to total actual purchase 

volumes. The GAIF component includes LG&E's supply reservation fees, which are 

benchmarked against an average of the actual reservation fees paid by LG&E from the 

previous two years. The GAIF benchmark is reflective of the fact that LG&E purchases 

natural gas supplies from a number of supply zones on different pipelines at various times 

under a variety of pricing arrangements. 

CtllTently, LG&E's supply area natural gas purchases for transportation by Texas Gas 

Transmission LLC ("Texas Gas" or "TOT") are benchmarked in three zones on Texas 

Gas's system: Zone SL, Zone I, and Zone 4. It is in these zones that LG&E currently has 

J1rm pipeline receipt point entitlements. LG&E also has firm transportation capacity 

entitlements on the system of Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company ("Tennessee" or 

"TGPL"). LG&E currently has firm pipeline receipt point entitlements in Tennessee's 

Zone 0 supply area. LG&E can also buy natural gas volumes for delivery to its city gate. 

The indices used by LG&E in its gas supply cost PBR mechanism are published by 

Natural Gas Week, Platts Gas Daily, and Platts inside FERC 's Gas Market Report. 

These three publications represent recognized sources of natural gas pricing information 

available in the industry; these indices provide pricing data specifically related to the 

supply zones accessed by LG&E. LG&E does not (and is not currently required to) 

provide any pricing information to these publications. Therefore, LG&E does not 

inlluence the determination of these indices. 

Importantly, LG&E's PBR mechanism encourages it to optimize its purchases across the 

purchase locations accessible by LG&E. The GAIF benchmark is constructed so as to 

recognize that LG&E may purchase natural gas supplies from a variety of supply zones at 
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various times during the month. As a result, the PBR mechanism encourages LG&E to 

optimize its purchase of natural gas from the lowest priced supply zone(s) . 

LG&E's benchmarking mechanism encourages and allows it the opportunity for reward if 

it manages gas purchases to achieve actual gas costs less than the benchmark. LG&E is 

encouraged to enter into a variety of reliable and flexible gas supply contracting 

agreements in order to optimize perfom1ance. 

In order to maintain the viability of the PBR mechanism, LG&E proposes to revise the 

Delivery Area Index ("DAI''), seasonalize the calculation of the Supply Zone Firm 

Quantity Entitlement Percentages C'SZFQE%"), simplify the calculation of the midpoint 

price, and make certain other modifications and clarifications to the GAIF component of 

the PBR mechanism as further discussed below. 

Historical Performance 

Under the GAIF component of the gas supply cost PBR mechanism, LG&E has achieved 

total savings related to its gas commodity costs of $18,246,176, broken down as follows: 

$6,600,131 for the 12 months ended October 31, 2011; $4,917,173 for the 12 months 

ended October 31 , 20 12; $3,522,244 for the 12 months ended October 3 I , 20 13; and 

$3,206,628 for the 12 months ended October 31, 2014. 

Transportation Index Factor ("TIF'') 

The TIF component of the gas supply cost PBR mechanism benchmarks LG&E's actual 

pipeline transportation costs against the transportation rates filed with and approved by 

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") by either Texas Gas or Tennessee, 

as applicable. The TIF benchmark is reflective of the manner in which pipelines charge 

for lirm pipeline transportation service. 
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LG&E's tmnsportation costs include lirm services purchased from Texas Gas and 

Tennessee that help ensure that LG&E has reliable natural gas supplies to serve the 

requirements of its firm customers. For firm services, pipelines generally charge a two

part demand/commodity transportation rate which is established and regulated by FERC. 

These FERC-approved rates provide a fair and objective benchmark against which to 

measure savings achieved by LG&E as a result of the gas supply cost PBR mechanism. 

LG&E's gas transportation cost benchmarking mechanism focuses on all pipeline 

transportation costs, not just some costs. LG&E's mechanism adopts an integrated 

behavioral approach, which permits it to reduce gas transportation costs to the extent that 

LG&E can lower those costs through negotiating discounts, releasing capacity, or by 

some other means. LG&E's benchmarking mechanism encourages LG&E to reduce 

transportation costs while maintaining or enhancing reliability. 

Historical Performance 

Under the TIF component of the gas supply cost PBR mechanism, LG&E has achieved 

total savings related to its pipeline transportation costs of $15,309,213, broken down as 

follows: $3,973,785 for the 12 months ended October 31, 2011; $6,044,413 for the 12 

months ended October 31, 2012; $2,670,221 for the 12 months ended October 31, 2013; 

and $2,620,794 tor the 12 months ended October 31, 2014. 

Off"Svstem Sales Index Fnctor (110SSIF") 

The OSSIF component of the gas supply cost PBR mechanism benchmarks LG&E's off

system sales against the out-of-pocket costs incurTed to make such sales. The OSSIF 

benchmark is reflective of the manner in which LG&E makes ofT-system sales 

transactions and objectively measures savings achieved by LG&E as a result of these 

transactions. 
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An off-system sale is the resale of natural gas supplies (or services) to customers other 

than LG&E"s retail customers. Such parties could include marketers, producers, end-users 

not on LG&E's system, or other LDCs. 

Historical Performance 

Under the OSSII.;- component of the gas supply cost PBR mechanism, LG&E has achieved 

total savings related to its gas commodity costs of $260,036, broken down as follows: 

$231,5 85 for the 12 months ended October 31, 2011; $0 for the 12 months ended October 

31, 20 12; $0 for the 12 months ended October 31, 2013; and $28,451 for the 12 months 

ended October 31, 2014. 

Summary 

In order to maximize savings under its gas supply cost PBR mechanism, LG&E continues 

to investigate and initiate new purchasing strategies, respond to changing market 

conditions, and explore more gas supply alternatives and opportunities than it might have 

done otherwise. 

Some of the specific actions taken by LG&E to achieve savings under the gas supply cost 

PBR mechanism are outlined below. 

LG&E has sought to achieve savings under the GAIF portion of the gas supply cost PBR 

mechanism by: 

( 1) aggressively managing gas supplies to achieve savings; 

(2) optimizing supply reservation fees and providing adequate supply Jlexibility; 

(3) optimizing purchases of gas, for example at capacity-constrained points; and 
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(4) optimizing the use of LG&E's storage. 

LO&E has sought to achieve savings under the TIF portion of the gas supply cost PBR 

mechanism by: 

(1) aggressively negotiating pipeline discounts~ and 

(2) optimizing use of pipeline capacity. 

LG&E has sought to achieve savings under the OSSIF portion of the gas supply cost PBR 

mechanism by: 

(1) investigating and making off-system transactions when the opportunity to 

generate savings arises; and 

(2) dealing with financially stable third parties and continually evaluating their 

performance. 

The gas market is a continually evolving one. LG&E's gas supply strategies have 

evolved and must continue to evolve with the market. LG&E's PBR mechanism is 

generally Jlexible enough to allow it to respond appropriately. 

PROPOSED EXTENSION OF AND MODIFICATIONS TO GAS SUPPLY COST 
PBR MECHANISM 

LG&E's current gas supply cost PBR mechanism is for a term of five years and reflects 

two previous extensions of the PBR mechanism. This report shows that during Years 14, 

15, 16, and 17 (the first four years covered by the current mechanism), LG&E's gas 

supply cost PBR mechanism resulted in significant savings for customers. Therefore, 

LO&E proposes to extend its gas supply cost PBR mechanism, including the limited 
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modifications proposed herein~ for an additional tenn of live years, that is~ through 

October 31, 2020. Such a term will encourage LG&E to achieve meaningful benefits for 

customers because it will allow for a longer-term focus on performance. 

However, this proposed 5-year extension is predicated upon LG&E's ability to seek 

Commission approval of interim modifications and refinements. Natural gas markets in 

the U.S. are undergoing significant changes. The general increase in the availability of 

gas is only part of the story. Natural gas availability has increased in areas not 

traditionally considered to be production areas, but rather market areas. As such, the 

pipelines that bring that gas to market are undergoing signiticant changes. As natural gas 

markets continue to evolve, LG&E may propose interim changes to the PBR mechanism 

during the 5-year extension period that will provide it with the ability to adjust its gas 

supply strategies to take advantage of changing market conditions. Otherwise, there is 

the possibility that a static gas supply cost PBR mechanism could foreclose opportunities 

to maximize savings for customers by discouraging LG&E from adjusting its gas 

purchase strategies to changing market realities. 

LG&E is proposing to make certain changes to the GAIF component of the PBR 

mechanism effective November I, 2015. These changes include modifying the 

calculation of the DAI, seasonalizing the SZFQE%, and using the Platts Gas Daily mid

point posting instead of averaging the high and low poslings from Plaits Gas Daily 

postings. These changes are each discussed in further detail below. 

LG&E is proposmg to modify the calculation of the Delivery Area lndex ("DAl"). 

Currently, the DAI is used to benchmark supplies of gas delivered to LG&E's city-gate 

that are outside of its fim1 pipeline contract quantity entitlements. The benchmark 

currently applicable to those purchases relies upon price postings on Dominion 

Transmission, Inc. At one time this benchmark provided a reasonable price surrogate for 

the city-gate deliveries to which they were applicable. I Iowever, with the various shifts 

in the natural gas supply market, these Dominion Transmission, Inc. price postings are no 
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longer reasonable benchmarks for supplies delivered to LG&E's city gate. Therefore, 

LO&E is proposing the following method to calculate the DAI applicable to Purchases in 

Excess of Firm Daily Contract Quantities ('"PEFDCQ"): 

Where: 

DAI is the Delivery Area Index to be established for PEFDCQ made by 
Company on the day(s) when Company has arranged for deliveries to Company's 
city gate that are in excess of its total firm pipeline quantity entitlements. 

The daily DAI applicable to the daily purchases made for city-gate delivery shall 
be the higher of the following, either 

DAI = DAI (TGT-1) I (1- FR%,) + CCS +DOCS 

or 

DAI = DAI (TGT-4) I (1- FR1%) + CCS + DOCS 

DAI (TGT-1) represents the highest daily midpoint posting by Plafls Gas Daily 
for East Texas - North Louisiana Area, Texas Gas, zone 1. 

DAI (TGT-4) represents the highest daily midpoint posting by Plafls Gas Daily 
for Appalachia - Lebanon Hub. 

FR1% is the tariffed Fuel Retention Percentage under Texas Gas Transmission, 
LLC's Rate NNS. 

CCS are the tariffed NNS Commodity Charge and Surcharges under Texas Gas 
Transmission, LLC's Rate NNS. 

DOCS are the tariffed Daily Demand Charge and Surcharges under Texas Gas 
Transmission, LLC's Rate NNS. 

While LG&E has not utilized this component of the GAIF portion of the PBR mechanism 

during the review period lor the current PBR mechanism, LG&E does not want to 

forestall potential opportunities to make use of delivered supplies in providing reliable 

and cost-effective service to customers. 
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LG&E is proposmg to seasonalize the calculation of the SZFQE% to recognize that 

LG&E's pipeline services and supply zone entitlements are seasonal. Ref1ecting the 

seasonal nature of LG&E's pipeline services and the underlying supply zone entitlements 

will result in benchmarks that more closely match the supply zone entitlements available 

to LG&E. 

LG&E is proposing to eliminate a redundant step in determining the SAis whereby the 

high and low postings from Platts Gas Daily are used to calculate an average price. 

Instead, LG&E is proposing to simplify the calculation by using the midpoint price posted 

by Plaits Gas Daily. The average of the high and low price posting and the posted 

midpoint price have historically been very similar. 

LG&E is also using this opportunity to clarify how the indices are determined if an index 

is not posted. If an index ceases to publish or fails to report, the Company may use a 

suitable replacement index and report that change in writing to the Commission in the 

next quarterly report. If the Company does not select a replacement index, the average is 

adjusted accordingly. For example, in the event that a first-of-month index is not posted, 

the posting for the proximate zone on the same pipeline may be used as the replacement 

index. Or, if a daily index is not posted for a given day, the monthly average is adjusted 

by reducing the number of days used as a divisor. The calculation of the monthly average 

will include daily price postings for weekend days and holidays. 

LG&E is not proposing any changes to either the TIF or OSSIF component of the PBR 

mechanism. 

rn LG&E's review of its PBR mechanism in Case No. 2001-00017, the Commission 

terminated the then-effective 50/50 sharing mechanism of savings and expenses effective 

November I, 200 I. The Commission substituted a 25/75 Company/Customer sharing for 

all savings (and expenses) up to 4.5% of the benchmarked gas costs. Savings (and 

expenses) in excess of 4.5% of the benchmarked gas costs are shared at the previous 
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50150 level. Given the risk levels inherent in LG&E's gas supply cost PBR mechanism, 

LG&E is proposing a more balanced sharing of risks and rewards. LG&E is proposing a 

30/70 Company/Customer sharing for all savings (and expenses) up to 2.0% of the 

benchmarked gas costs. Savings (and expenses) in excess of 2.0% of the benchmarked 

gas costs are shared at the 50/50 level. This is the same as the sharing mechanism 

approved for Atmos Energy Corporation in its current PBR mechanism. 

LG&E requests that the Commission authorize the extension and modification of its PBR 

mechanism by no later than June 1, 2015. Authorization by that date will allow LG&E 

adequate time to adjust its gas supply portfolio and supply strategies in response to the 

proposed modifications to the PBR mechanism prior to the new mechanism becoming 

effective November 1, 2015. 

LG&E also proposes to file a report and assessment of the gas supply cost PBR 

mechanism that becomes effective November I, 2015, if approved, according to a 

timeline that is the same as that included in its current PBR mechanism, that is, within 

sixty (60) duys of October 31, 2019. LG&E will make any recommended modifications 

to the gas supply cost PBR mechanism in that report, and the Commission will review 

and act upon any proposed changes to the mechanism at that time. This procedure will 

add certainly to the nature of the mechanism by establishing a review and approval 

process with a known timeline. 
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Appendix A 



Summnry of Gas Supply Cost Pcl"formancc-Bascd Ratcmaking Activity 

For Year 14 

(November 1, 2010 through October 31, 2011) 

PBR-GAIF PBR-TIF PBR-OSS/F To/a/ 

Nov. 2010 $1,035,880 $220,-192 $93,158 $1,3-19,530 
Dec. $1,200,342 $2../5,469 so $1,4-15,811 
Jan. 2011 $1,567,8-16 $237,011 so $1,80../,857 

Qtr. Subtolal $3,80-1, 068 $702,972 $93,158 S-1, 600,198 

Feb. 5669,518 $175.962 S-12,6 70 $888,150 
111ar. $562,248 $157,352 $95. 757 $815,357 
Apr. $81,691 $192,091 so $273,782 

Qtr. Subtotal $1,313,457 $525,405 Sl38,../2 7 $1,977,289 

A1ay $70, 506 $214,556 $0 $285,062 
Jun. $2../-1, 679 $503,435 so $7-18,114 
Jul. $212,467 $506,276 $0 S718, 743 

Qtr. Subtotal $527, 652 $1,22-1,267 so $1,751,919 

Aug. $260,641 S508,6-ll so $769,282 
Sep. $201 ,918 $504,356 so $706,274 
o,.,, $492,395 $508,1-14 so $1,000, 539 

Qtr. Sztb!o!al $95../,95-1 $1,521,1-11 so $2,476,095 

Total $6, 600, 131 $3,973,785 $231,585 $10,805, 501 
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Summary of Gas Supply Cost Performance-Based Rntcmaldng Activity 

For Year 15 

(November 1, 2011 through October 31, 2012) 

PBR-GAIF PBR-TJF PBR-OSSIF Total 

Nov. 2011 $389,638 $486,705 so $876,343 
Dec. $7-10,702 $491,8-19 so $1,232,551 
Jan. 2012 $709,913 $492, 678 so $1,202, 591 

Qtr. Subtotal $1,840,253 $1,471,232 $0 $3,311,485 

Feb. $572,358 S-183,683 so S1,056,041 
jVJar. $-105,132 $482,443 so $887, 575 
Apr. $119,633 $504,697 so $624,330 

Qtr. Subtotal $1,097, 123 $1,4 70,823 so $2,567, 946 

May $473,974 $520,09-1 so $994,068 
.lu11. $1 74,771 $504,297 so $6 79, 068 
.Jul. $286,523 $524.499 so $811,022 

Qtr. Subtotal $935,268 $1, 548,890 so $2,-184,158 

Aug. $251,176 $516,348 $0 $767,524 
Sep. S253,502 $520,582 so S774,084 
Oct. $539,851 $516,538 $0 $1,056,389 

Qtr. Sublolal $1,044,529 $1,553,468 so S2,597,997 

Total S-1,917, 173 $6,044,413 so $10,961,586 
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Summary of Gas Supply Cost Performance· Based Ratemaldng Activity 

For Year 16 

(November 1, 2012 through October 31, 2013) 

PBR-GAIF PBR-Tlf<' PBR-OSSIF To!al 
-

Nov. 2012 $519, I 7-1 $209, 76-1 $() $728,938 

Dec. $-169,928 $208,781 so $678,709 

Jan. 2013 5416,701 $208,912 so $625,613 

Qtr. Sub!otal $1,405,803 $627,457 so $2,033,260 

Feb. $576,809 $204,998 $0 $781,807 

l!tfar. $626,956 $215,060 $0 $842,016 

Apr. $196,-165 $268,321 so $46-1,786 

Q!r. Sub!otal $1,400,230 $688,379 $0 52,088,609 

!Yfay $96,881 $218,957 $0 $315,838 

Jun $140,287 $228,026 $0 $368,313 

Jul. 544,-133 $230,231 $0 $274,66-1 

Qtr. Subtotal $281,601 $677,214 so $958,815 

Aug. $29,314 $230,230 $0 5259,5-1-1 

Sep. 589,058 $222,375 $0 $311,433 

Oct. $316,238 $224,566 $0 $540,804 

Qtr. Subtotal $43-1,610 $677,1 71 $0 $1,111,781 

Total $3,522,24-1 $2,670,221 so $6,192,465 
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Summary of Gas Supply Cost Performance-Based Ratcmaking Activity 

For Year 17 

(November 1, 2013 through October 31, 2014) 

PBR-GA1F PBR-T1F PBR-OSS1F Total 

Nov. 2013 $99,486 $199,51 7 $0 $299,003 

Dec. $1,001,638 $201,388 $32,100 $1,235,126 

Jan 20 J.l ($693,106) $204,-170 ($3,6-19) ($-192,285) 

Qtr. Subtotal S-108. 018 $605,3 75 $28,-151 $1,0-11,8-1-1 

Feb. Sl, 708,929 Sf 96,0-16 $0 $1,90-1,975 

Jv!ar. $506,2-18 $200,235 $0 $706,483 

Apr. ($15,842) $214,152 $0 $198,310 

Qtr. Subtotal $2,199,335 $610,-133 $0 $2,809,768 

May $18,649 $214,212 so $232,861 

Jun. $36,-180 $226,267 $0 $262,747 

.Jul. $168,()28 $2-11,823 so $409,851 

Qtr. Subtotal $223,157 $682,302 $0 $905, -159 

Aug. $968 $241,960 $0 52-12,928 

Sep. $32,398 $239,012 $0 $271,410 

Oct. S342, 752 $2-11, 712 so $584,46-1 

Qtr. Subtotal $3 76,118 $722,68-1 $0 $1,098,802 

Total $3,206,628 $2,620,79-1 $28, -151 $5,855,873 
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Louisville Gas and Electric Company 

L __ _ P.S.C. Gas No.9, First ~Revision of Original Shoot No. 87.1 
Canceling P.S.C. Gas No. 9, First Rovlsion of Original Shoot No. 87.1 

Adjustment Clause PBR 
Experimental Performance Based Rate Mechanism 

The BGC shall include two benchmark components as follows: 

Where: 

Where: 

BGC = TABMGCC + HRF 

TABMGCC represents the Total Annual Benchmark Gas Commodity Costs and is the 
annual sum of the monthly Benchmark Gas Commodity Costs (BMGCC) of gas 
purchased for system supply; and 

HRF represents Historical Reservation Fees and is an annual dollar amount equal to 
Company's average annual supply reservation fees based on the 24·month period ended 
October 31 Immediately preceding the PBR period. 

BMGCC represents Benchmark Gas Commodity Costs and shall be calculated on a 
monthly basis and accumulated for the PBR period. BMGCC shall be calculated as 
follows: 

BMGCC =Sum {[SZFQE%1 x (APV - PEFDCQ)x SAil)} + [PEFOCQ x DAIJ 

SZFQE% is the Supply Zone Firm Quantity Entitlement Percentage derived from 
Company's firm seasonal entitlements by pipeline and by zone for which indices are T 
posted. The seasonal percentage§. represents the pro-rata portion of Company's firm T 
lateral and mainline receipt point quantity entitlements by zone for each transportation 
contract by pipeline. 

I represents each supply area. 

APV is the actual purchased volumes of natural gas for system supply for the month. 
The APV shall include purchases necessary to cover retention volumes required by the 
pipeline as fuel. 

PEFDCQ are lhe Purchases In Excess of Firm Daily Contract Quantities del ivered to 
Company's city gale. Firm Daily Contract Quantities are the maximum daily contract 
quantities which Company can deliver to its city gate under its various firm transportation 
agreements and arrangements. 

SAl is the Supply Area Index factor to be established for each supply area In which 
Company may hi!ve_tlas-firm transportation entitlements used to transport its natural gas T 
purchases and for which price postings are available . The five supply areas are TGT-SL 
{Texas Gas Tri!nsmission - Zone SL), TGT -1 (Texas Gi!s Transmission- Zone 1 ), TGT -4 
(Texas Gas Transmission - Zone 4), TGPL-0 (Tennessee Gas Pipeline - Zone 0), and 
TGPL-1 (Tennessee Gas Pipeline - Zone 1). 
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Louisville Gas and Electric Company 

1 
P.S. C. Gas No.9, First Second Revision of Original Sheet No. 87.2 

Cancelln!! P.S.C. Gas No. 9, First Revision of Original Sheet No. 87.! 

Adjustment Clause PBR 

Where: 

Experimental Performance Based Rate Mechanism 

The monthly SAl for TGT-SL, TGT-1, TGT-4, TGPL-0 and TGPL-1 shall be calculated 
using the following formula: 

SAl = [1(1) + 1(2) + 1(3)] I 3 

DAI· i&·the· QelivefY-Area lndex .. to- be eslablished .. for-purchases made.by..-Gompany-when 
Gompany- ·has ·fully- ·Utilized· ·it& pipeline ·quantity-·enlillemenls· ·On· .a· {jaily- basis. .and which 
are- .for {jeJivery-to -Gompany!&·!;ily- .gale from .. either- TeKa&-Ga& Transmission'&8Jne4 Of 

Tennessee Ga&·Pipeline's .Zone-2-: 

The ·monthly· QAI for l=Gl-4 and T-GPJ:-2.£hall ·beoalculated -using ~he.following-·formula' 

DAI.:. [1(-1}• 1(2)•1(3)-li·J 

I represents each index reflective of both supply area prices and price changes 
throughout the month in these various supply areas. 

The indices for each supply zone are as follows: 

SAl (TGT-SL) 

1(1) is the average of weekly Natural Gas Week postings for Louisiana, Gulf Coast. 
Onshore booisiana as Delivered to Pipeline. 

1(2) is the average-ef-ttle-Gail~igh-and-low-Piatts Gas Daily midpoint postings for 
Louisiana -Onshore South. Texas Gas. Zone SL averaged for the month. 

1(3) is the Platts Inside FERC's Gas Marl<et Report first-of-the-month posting for Texas 
Gas. Zone SL. 

SAl (TGT-1) 

1(1) is the average of weekly Natural Gas Week postings for NortR-Louisiana. North as 
Delivered to Pipeline. 

1(2) is the average -a~ the -daily.. high .and tow Platts Gas Daily midpoint postings for East 
Texas · North Louisiana Area._- Texas Gas, :?;i::one 1 averaged for the month. 

1(3) is the Platts Inside FERC's Gas Market Report first -of-the-month posting for Texas 
Gas, Zone.1, 
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Louisville Gas and Electric Company 

1 __ _ 
Adjustment Clause 

SAl (TGT-4) 

P.S.C. Gas No.9, First Second Revision of Original Shoot No. 87.3 
Canceling P.S.C. Gas No. 9, First Revision of Original Shoot~~ 87.3 

PBR 
Experimental Performance Based Rate Mechanism 

1(1) is the average of weekly Natural Gas Week poslings for Spot Prices on Interstate 
Pipeline Systems for Apoalachla, Lebanon Hub. T 

1(2) is the average- -of. the- daily. -high -and- -tow Platts Gas Daily midpoint postings for T 
Appalachia - Lebanon Hub averaged for the month. 

1(3) is the Platts Inside FERC's - Gas Market Report first-of-the-month posting for 
Northeast. -Lebanon Hub. T 

SAl (TGPL-0) 

1(1) is the average of weekly Natural Gas Week postings for Texas, Gulf Coast, Onshore 
T-exas--as-Delivered to Pipeline. T 

T 
1(2) is the aver-age--oHhe--daily. higlt-and-low Platts Gas Daily midpoint postings for South -
Corpus Christi~-Tennessee, Zone Q averaged for the month. T 

T 
1(3) is the Platts Inside PERC's • Gas Marlcet Report first-of-the-month posting for 
Tennessee, Texas. Zone 0. 

SAl (TGPL-1) 

1(1) is the average of weekly Natural Gas Week postings for Louisiana, Gulf Coast, 
Onshore l::ouisiana as Delivered to Pipeline. 

1(2) is the average- of. ~he- -daily. high- -and- ~ow Platts Gas Daily midpoint postings for 
Louisiana - Onshore South,- Tennessee, 500 Leg averaged for the month. 

1(3) is the Platts Inside PERC's - Gas Market Report first-of-the-month posting for 
Tennessee, Louisiana, 500 leg. 

T 

T 
T 

T 

DAI (TGT-4) and (TGPL-2) T 

DAI is the Delivery Area Index to be established for PEFDCQ made by Company on the 
dayl s) when Company has arranged for deliveries to Company's city gate that are in 
excess of its total firm pipeline quantity entitlements. 
1(·1+ is- -the- -aver-age- of. we-ekly. Natural--Gas- Week- -posting& -for- Spot· Priaes- -on- -Interstate T 
Pipeline-Systems·for-Dominion--South, T 
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Louisville Gas and Electric Company 
P.S.C. Gas No. 9, First Second Revision of Original Sheet No. 87.4 

~~nc:!'ling P.S.C. G~s N_o. 9, First Revision of Orfgi!_l~f Sheet No. ~7.4 

Adjustment Clause PBR 
Experimental Performance Based Rate Mechanism 

The daily DAI applicable to the daily purchases made for city-gate delivery shall be the 
higher of the following, either T 

DAI = DAI !TGT-1 l I 11 - FR%1 + CCS +DOCS 

DAI = DAI (TGT-4)/ (1- FR%) + CCS +DOCS 

DAI {TGT-1) represents the highest daily midpoint posting by Platts Gas Daily for East 
Texas - North Louisiana Area. Texas Gas, zone 1. 

DAI_ iHH.:11. represents the highest dally_ midpoint posting Qy__pialts Gas Daily for 
Appalachia - Lebanon Hub. 

FR% is the tariffed Fuel Retention Percentage under Texas Gas Transmission, LLC's Rate 
NNS. 

CCS am the tAriffed NNS Commodity Charge and Surcharges under Texas Gas 
Transmission, LLC's Rate NNS. 

DOCS are the tariffed Daily Demand Charge and Surcharges under Texas Gas 
Transmission. LLC's Rate NNS. 

1(2-Hs-the aver-age of the daily-high and low Platts -Gas Daily. poslings- foHhe- Qaily- flrice 
Sur-\ley.-for-Appalachia - Dominion .South Point, 

1(3)· is the-.Platts -Inside- FBRGs--Gas Market-Report- first·of-the-monlh posting for- Prices-of 
Spo~-Gas-Oelivered -to Pipeline- for-Dominion- Tfansmission~nc -Appalachia" 

If an index ceases to exist or fails to report. the Company may use a suitable replacement index 
and report that change in writing to the Commission in the applicable quarterly report. If the 
Company elects not to select a replacement index. the average is adjusted accordingly. 

AGC represents Company's total annual Actual Gas Costs of natural gas purchased for 
system supply and is equal to the total monthly actual gas commodity costs and supply 
reservation fees plus the gains and/or losses from the use of financial hedging instruments 
and the financial transaction costs associated with such instruments paid by Company to 
ils suppliers accumulated for the PBR period. Such costs shall exclude labor-related or 
other expenses typically classified as operating and maintenance expenses . 
.T-o--the- ex!ent -thal- AGG--exceed& HGG--for tfle .. PBR- period- -then--the- -GAl~ -Sharvd .. [ xpene;ee; T 
sholl -bo oomputed aG follows 
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Louisville Gas and Electric Company 

L 
Adjustment Clause 

P.S.C. Gas No. 9, First· Second Revision of Original Shoot No. 87.5 
Cancoli!:'JLP...:.S.C. Gas No. 9! First Revision O~l.[i.!!ai Shoot ~· B?.S 

PBR 
Expor lmontal Porformanco Based Rato Mochanlsm 

To the w<lent that AGC r.xcteds BGC for t11e PBR period, then t11e GAir Shared lxpenst s 
shu I! be .•. ·rnp•Jted ns fotlows T 

yYhere 

Where: 

ShM!ld Expenses = P.Q£: 9GC 

T Cl thf' r. xt t.l1: Ill ill AGC is less than BGC for the F'BR period then tile GAIF Stwrecl 
Suv ngs st1ulllle CClnJputed 05 followG 

Ilf 

T!f = !f'ln§.f~~Q.t:! !n.9.~J..actor_ LIJg Transportation lflde_! fac.tor §.l!f!.!!!>J! caiCLIIilted b_y 
cornQ1l.!:iD.9. .!1!§. ! otal f\_flJl..!d'l.! Ben!Jlmill.ls. Morilll!Y _Ga~ Transportalio..!). _(~.osts .(T ABMGT_g) .Q[ 
niltural ga~ twnsportiltion services during Jhr. P BB periog, to. th_e T ot[!ll\nnl!il lllc;tuQLGqs 
Tronsportallon Costs (TAAGTC) applicable to the same period to determine if any Shared 
f=l!penses or Shared Savmgs. exist 

The Tota! Annu11t Ben£;11m;:~rk Monthly .Gils Triln§pQrtr~_tion .Costs (TABMGTC) 11re 
f.£!1Clllil [9Q f:l§_ f.q iiQWS 

J2MQT£ _1§. t_re BJ;!IJ.f,~Jn.i!L~ Mo.ll!!l!Y Gt~s _ !.!llnSP._Q!1_ation _Qgsts Yltllch includ~ bot_!} 
dern::1nd and volumetric costs associated with natural gas pipeline trnnsportation 
servic:es The BMGTC st1al l be accumulated for the PBR period and shall be calculated 
<1s follows 

BMGTC = Sum [BM(TGT) + BM(TGPL) + BM(PPL)) 

BM(TGT) is the benchmark associated with Texas Gas Transmission, LLC.{;orporatlon. 

BM(TGPL) Is the benchmark associated with Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, LLC. 

BM(PPL) is the benchmark associated with a proxy pipeline. The appropriate benchmark, 
which will be determined at the time of purchase, will be used to benchmark purchases of 
transportation capacity from nan-traditionaJ.sources. 
J.·l1e·.flanGiliH11rK .af;soCI a a tl ·WIH1 .. eaGT• p1pe rna ·Bha 11 b& calcula led .c;u; .. follows' 
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Louisville Gas and Electric Company 

1 
P.S.C. Gas No. 9, First Second Revision of Original Shoot No. 87.6 

C::a~~lng P.S:C· Ga~ No.9, First Rovislon of Original Sheet No. 87.6 

Adjustment Clause PBR 

'Nilerc 

Experimental Performance Based Rate Mechanism 

The benchrmvk associated with each pipeline shRII be ca[c(llated as follows 

BM(TGT) = (TPDR x DQ) + (TPCR x AV) + S&DB 

BM(TGPL) = (TPDR x DQ) + (TPCR x AV) + S&DB 

BM(PPL) = 1TPDR ~ DCJ) + (TPCR x AV) + S&DB 

TPDR is the npp1 c<tble TarrfferJ P1pehne Demand RQte 

QQ 15 tlw DerT!ill'c! QuQ_n_trUcs cor .trac l ~d for by Con p.Jny frp.rn th.e £PP.~CI:1 1Jie tmnsport<J.Iron 
prov•dr>r 

TPCR IS the np~.rr abtc Tanlfed P1pcltne Comrnodity Rate 

AV is !11e Actual Volumes delivered <l t Company's cily gate. by t.he applici!_b!e transportation 
provider for the mo.n!b. 

S&DB rP-presents .Succ!mrges. Direct Bills ;md .other ilPPlicabfe nmounl!! i\Qproved by the 
Fefleraf El}.ergy f1~gulato_ry Commission JF!=R.CL. puch 11mounts are limited !Q._f E~.Y. 
mmroveq charges such .!!!i surcharges._ d1rec.t bills, cashouts. take·.Q!·lli!Y. amounts, Gas 
Supply Realignment and olher Order 636 transrtlon costs 

Ib.ti Iotq! AQr1J_?.I .Actu~[ QM Tm.!lBP..9.r1<JliOn fp~t.\i. {T.P,_AGI9. .1?.£l9. .l?.Y. Comm!J.Y f.Qr u~ 
PBR. pef10(1 sh~ll inctmle both demand .and. votl!metrit:: r;osls nssociated with .natural g11s 
pJPeline tmnsportalton service~ as .well.<~s all npplicable fEB.C·npproved Sllft;:hmges dire.cl 
btl Is and c<J:>h outs mcllld.!!d in S&DB. plus the gains ilndlor losses. from the 1me o[ financial 
hedging instruments and the financial transactron costs associilled wrth such instruments 
Such cost!.l Shill! exclude labor-related or otller expenses typically classified as opernting 
and maintenanc.e expe_!l_§_e!.l 

To the extent that TAAGTC exceeds TABMGTC for the PBR period, then the TtF Shared 
Expenses shall be computed as follows: 

Shared Expenses= TAAGTC- TABMGTC 

To the extent that TAAGTC is less than TABMGTC for the PBR period, then the TIF 

T 

Shared Savings shall be computed as follows· T 
Shared Savings.·= TABMGTC.- TAAGTC 
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Louisville Gas and Electric Company 

l_ -- - P.S.C. Gas No.9, First-Second Rovislon of Original Shoot No. 87.7 
_ Cancoi~.S.C. Ga_:; No. 9, First Revision of Original Shoot No. 87.7 

Adjustment Clause PBR 

Where 

Exporlmontal Performance Basod Rate Mechanism 

Should one of Compt~ny's pipeline transporters file a rate cht~ngc eHectivc during any PB~ 
period and bill such proposed rates subject to refund. the period over whictlthe benchmark 
comprtri~on IS mnde for the relevant tri111SPorlation costr, will be elltended for one or rnore 
12·month periodG, \Inti! the FERC hils <~PProved finnl settled rates, which will be used as. 
the appropnat~ br.nch1nnrk Company wil! not share in nay !>[ the savings. or expenses 
related _IQ the affected. QIRelln_£ until finnl sell leg rates Qf~.illmroved 

OSSIF = Off Systom S;;~les lndP.x Factor The .Oil System .St~les Index. factor shull be 
r qua! to ltle Net Rr vt'nun from Of! Syslr.m Snlr.s {NR) 

Net Revenue '~ C<llcu lnted as follows 

NJ'~QS~ey - .QQf~ 

Q~8!;.V -~5 !lle t_g!_al r~yeny~ ~5o9_Et~g ~v1t1~ 9lf ~y~J!~rn ~h:..§ ~rill §_l_gr1£l~ servic!! 
trilnsactlons 

OOPC 1s tt"le out of pocket costs associated with off sy~tern _sales an!! stor<Jgc ~ervic~ 
tmnsn!;llons. and silt~ II be detP.rmmed as follow~ 

OOPC(GC) is the Out-of Pocket Gas Costs associated with off-system s<Jies trnns<Jctions 
f or off system sales ut ~riz1ng Company'~ firm supply contracts. the OOP.C{_GG) shall be th_e 
mcremf)ntnl corot to purch~:~ sr. the g11s r~vtlil<~b le undr.r Compnny's firrn nupply contracts f or 
off ~ystem snles not qsing Comp<Jny's firm SliPPIY contmcts the OOP(:((:JC) shnll be th~ 

T 

rncremer_~lill costs to Rl_!rchasp, _the g<l!l. from otheJ ~ntitms_ ~ 

OOPC{TC) is the Out-of-Pocket Transportation Costs associated with off-system sales 
transactions. For off-system sales utilizing Company's firm transportation agreements, the T 
OOPC(TC) shall be the incremental cost to use the transportation available under 
Company's firm transportation supply- contracts. For off-system sales not using Company's 
firm transportation agreements, the OOPC(TC) shall be the incremental costs to purchase T 
the transportation from other entities. 
OOPC(SG) is the -Gut-of-Pocket-Storage- Gosts- associated with off-system sales--o~ storil!JI:-
If this ·IS gas in -Gompany's- -own storage -it· shall· be- priced -aHho -average--price--of tho -gas- in T 
6ompany'& stOfage dunng the month of · the-~al& If thi& is--gas- from tha--storage·-componont 
of ToM as Gas s No-Notice Service th1s -gas--Ghat~ bo priced--atlhe replacoment-cosl 
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Louisville Gas and Electric Company 

1 
P.S.C. Gas No. 9, First-Socond Revision of Original Sheet No. 87.8 

Cancolln~P.S.C. G_as_No. 9!.fl!ru...!iovlsion of Orl_glnal Sheet No. 87..:8 

Adjustment Clause PBR 

Where 

Experimental Performance Based Rato Mechanism 

OOPC(SC) s the Out of Pocket Storage Costs associated with off system sales of storage T 
If thts s gas tn Company's own storage it ~hall be priced ill the ilverage pnc.e of the !JilS in 
Company's r. tor.:Jge (turrng the month of the sale Jf this is gas from the stowgc component 
of Texils Grtf.'s No Notlce Service. this gas shall be priced <1! the replilcement Gost 

OOPC(UGSC) is the Ollt·of Pocket Underground Storage Costs associated wittl. off-system 
sales Q1 ~orage service~ £..Qr _lh~ off-systems sales Qf stomg~ E_~vices LllilizllliJ 
CornpA.QY'E_.Q!l·.;rysterT!_ stogg!:l_ the OQf'!d_UGSCl.§halt include incremental storage losse_§_. 
odoriz<~tio'l ::~nd gther fuel-related _f.Q?ts suet, as purilicatioll. det.Jydratioll. and 
comQre.sston Suet}_ costs shq~l exclud~ !Qbor-related ~p_g!)ses 

Other f-2~.~ .rgpresent all glli~ increme_!!\£1 costsnnd l!:lclude, !lli1. fl!~Lrtot limited !Q, £:.ost~ 
su_ch <15 appJic<~ble .§pies till<es. i1od,excise fees plus th_e_,gairys [Jndlor Josse§ fL()!n lt)e use of 
nn<lOCi<ll hedgln!) instruments iiOd th§ tmDSilCtiOfl costs <15S9.Ci<lted With Sti!;h )n:)t_rumen\s . 
S~tGh co~ts sh11tl excl\tcte lnllor relilted .or other expenses typlGal_ty cli!S_:>iQ~q ,~ qperating 
nod mnintennoce eJ<penses 

ACSP = Applicable Co1np<1ny Shanng Percentage The ACSP stloll be determined based 
on the P T AGSC 

PT AGSC f ·~· cc nlilge of Total Actual Gas Supply Costs T t,e P T AGSC shall be the 
Tf'BRR ~•~teet ill a f"erumtage of Total ActuJI Clas Supply Costs t1nd shall be calculated 
n~ foilows 

'!Jiiere 

TJ\GSC Tela! ActuaL Gns Supply ~osts Tl1e TAG~~ shall be caj~ul~ted a~ follows 

If the absolute value of the PTAGSC is less than or equal to 2.04-:6%, then the ACSP of T 
3025% shall be applied to TPBRR to determine CSPBR. If the absolute value of the 
PTAGSC is greater than 2.04:6%, then the ACSP of 3025% shall be applied to the amount T 
of TPBRR that is equal to 2.04-,5% of TAGSC to determine a portion of CSPBR, and the T 
ACSP of 50% shall be applied to the amount of TPBRR that is in excess of 2.04:6% of T 
TAGSC to determine a portion of CSPBR. These two portions are added together to 
produce the total CSPBR. T 
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Louisville Gas and Electric Company 

P.S.C. Gas No. 9, _0~i~lnal Sheot No. 87.9_ 

Adjustment Clause PBR 
Experimental Porformanco Basod Rato Mechanism 

_B_A = Balance AdJustmenl The BA_ is u_~d to reconcile U1e Q!fferen~~ bet111_een tl}e amouf)J 
of reve nuE;>ti fltlled or r,r1.~d ler.t lhro iJQil the CSPBR and previoqs applicutlon of the SA and 
revenues whtcll sholild fliW\) been blllcrJ or crer:JitNI us follows 

1 J f Ql the CSf BR !J:le tJili(!J1~g _1!djusl1_!1f:D.!_ Q!T]_Ql~rJ_I Y'/_!_ll_ Q_e th~ d[[fQr_~~~ bel\'(QCf1 tfl.~ 
?ill '?Uilt b1llcd !!1 a 12 t 1 ··1!1 p_em&from !~ npp\!s,_q~()!l of the C~J?r~ i!m! !be il_CIU1!1 
g_f!!Q~it!l ~IS• .J lQ p5tabhsh the CSP~R_ f()! !_h_g p_e110!,l 

21 f g_r t11e §_A _tl) \) 9!.li_QDte a_QjJb~t"l~n_t E__n_lg_unl y@ ~. tll_e_diffcrQ_nc._q .Q~t~{fi!_et.l !1.1~ !lmout:l! 
b tied 1n <1 12 1110 111h period fron1 the application of t11e BA a_nd lhe ntt~a l amount w;P.d 
t,, estnbl•sh t11e B_A _fQr the per od 

Within 60 days of the end _of 1t1e fourth yem of the hve-yeilr e~tens1on, Cornpany will fi le nn 
assessment and @View Qf !!J.Q_pBR mechilnism for the first four years Qf the flve-yem 
~leJ!~on .QCriO_Q_ !n that rep_()J1 an<! assessment, Com~ y.-.l!J make Qffi1 recommended 

T 

rnodlfl£al ions to. t11e P!3_f! _m_ec~.Q_nism 1 
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